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Abstract
At first, we determine the Green’s relations of a tiling semigroup. Then we analyze some
congruences, which lead to a variety of properties characterizing tiling semigroups. It is
proved that any tiling semigroup is 0-E-reflexive but is not 0-simple. We have found out
certain necessary conditions in which tiling semigroups are E-reflexive and E-disjunctive
respectively. Also we introduce a new relation on the tiling semigroup which is based on
properties inherent to a tiling. This relation is shown to be an idempotent pure congruence.
Finally, we investigate the least semilattice congruence on a tiling semigroup.  2002
Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In 1997, J. Kellendonk showed how to construct tiling semigroups, see [1,2].
This work was motivated by questions in solid-state physics, particularly by
those concerning quasi-crystals. In 1998, R. Exel introduced the partial actions of
groups in [3]. R. Exel’s theory was further developed by M.V. Lawson. Recently,
J. Kellendonk and M.V. Lawson have provided the categorical basis for tiling
semigroups in terms of an appropriate group acting partially and without fixed
points on an inverse category associated with a tiling, and have proved that
tiling semigroups are 0-E-unitary and combinatorial inverse semigroups, see [4].
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Since tiling semigroups are inverse semigroups, then we can apply the inverse
semigroup theory to them. We follow this line of research in this paper. All
concepts and notations concerning inverse semigroups that we adopt in this paper
can be found in [5] or [6], and those concerning tiling semigroups can refer to [4].
Now, we shall define tiling semigroups according to the way in [4].
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space. By a tile in Rn, we mean
a connected, bounded subset of Rn which is the closure of its interior. An
n-dimensional tiling is an infinite set of tiles which cover Rn, overlapping, at
most, at their boundaries. A finite subset of a tiling which is a union of its tiles
is called a pattern. If the subset of Rn covered by a pattern is connected then we
say the pattern is connected. All patterns will be assumed to be connected. Every
pattern is a union of its tiles, and any such tiles is said to belong to that pattern. If
P is a pattern of a tiling T and a is a tile belonging to T , then we write a ∈ T .
By |P |, we mean the number of the tiles that the pattern P contains.
Given a tiling T , we construct an inverse category in the following way. Let
C(T ) consist of all triples of the form (p2,P,p1) where P is a pattern and
p1 and p2 are tiles belonging to P . We define a partial product on C(T ) in
the following way: if p1 = q2, then (p2,P,p1)(q2,Q,q1) = (p2,P ∪ Q,q1);
otherwise (p2,P,p1)(q2,Q,q1) is undefined. Let x, y ∈ C(T ). If the product xy
exists in the category C(T ), then we write ∃(xy) briefly.
Let G be the group of all translations of Rn. We shall now define a partial
action of G on C(T ). Let g ∈ G and (p2,P,p1) ∈ C(T ). We write gP to
denote the action of g on P . If gP is still a pattern of T , then we write ∃gP ,
∃g(p2,P,p1) and define g(p2,P,p1)= (gp2, gP,gp1); otherwise g(p2,P,p1)
is undefined.
Now we define an equivalence relation ∼ on the set C(T ) by x ∼ y if and
only if there exists g ∈G such that gx = y . We denote the ∼-equivalence class
containing x by [x] and the set of the all equivalence classes by C(T )/G.
Let S(T ) = (C(T )/G)0 be the set of C(T )/G with the new symbol 0
adjoined. Let [x], [y] ∈C(T )/G. If there exist g,h ∈G such that ∃(gx)(hy), then
we put [x][y] = [(gx)(hy)]; otherwise put [x][y] = 0 , and define 00 = 0[x] =
[x]0= 0.
According to [4, Theorem 4, Propositions 6 and 7], we know that S(T ) is an
inverse semigroup.
Definition 1.1. A semigroup S = S(T ) defined as above by some tiling T is called
a tiling semigroup.
2. Green’s relations on tiling semigroups
In this section, our main task is to describe the Green’s relations L,R,H,D,
and J of a tiling semigroup. If S is any inverse semigroup and a ∈ S, then
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La,Ra,Ha,Da , and Ja denote the corresponding Green’s classes containing
element a. By ES , we mean the set of all idempotents of S. Set S∗ = S − {0}.
Proposition 2.1. If S is a tiling semigroup and [(a,P, b)] ∈ S. Then theL-class of
S containing [(a,P, b)] is the set {[(x,P, b)] | x ∈ P }, consisting of |P | elements.
Proof. If [x] = [(a,P, b)], [y] = [(c,Q,d)] and [x]L[y]. Then [x−1][x] =
[y−1][y], thus [x−1x] = [y−1y] which implies [(b,P, a)(a,P, b)] = [(d,Q, c)
(c,Q,d)]. That is [(b,P, b)] = [(d,Q,d)]. Hence there exists g ∈ G such that
(b,P, b) = g(d,Q,d), which implies P = gQ and b = gd . Letting x = gc,
we have [y] = [(c,Q,d)] = [g(c,Q,d)] = [(gc, gQ,gd)] = [(x,P, b)]. Now
we suppose that [(x,P, b)] = [(y,P, b)], then (x,P, b) = k(y,P, b) for some
k ∈ G. So we have b = kb which implies k = 1 by [4, Lemma 3(i)]. Therefore,
(x,P, b) = (y,P, b), and thus x = y . So we conclude that |{[(x,P, b)] |
x ∈ P }| = |P |. ✷
By the symmetry, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. If S is a tiling semigroup and [(a,P, b)] ∈ S. Then the R-class
of S containing element [(a,P, b)] is the set {[(a,P, y)] | y ∈ P }, consisting of
|P | elements.
Proposition 2.3. If S is a tiling semigroup and [(a,P, b)] ∈ S. Then the H-class
of S containing element [(a,P, b)] consists of [(a,P, b)] only.
Proof. By the definition, the H-class containing element [(a,P, b)] is precisely
the intersection of its corresponding L- class and R-class. In terms of Propo-
sitions 2.1 and 2.2, we may suppose that [(x,P, b)] = [(a,P, y)] for some
x, y ∈ P . It follows that (x,P, b) = k(a,P, y) for some k ∈ G. Thus x = ka,
b = ky and P = kP . But the last equality yields k = 1. Also x = a and y = b. So
there is only one element in the H-class containing element [(a,P, b)]. ✷
Proposition 2.4. If S is a tiling semigroup and [(a,P, b)] ∈ S. Then the D-
class containing [(a,P, b)] is the set {[(x,P, y)] | x, y ∈ P }, consisting of |P |2
elements.
Proof. Suppose that [(a,P, b)]D[(c,Q,d)]. It follows that there exists [z] ∈ S
such that [(a,P, b)]L[z]R[(c,Q,d)]. According to Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we
have [z] = [(x,P, b)] = [(c,Q,v)] for some x ∈ P and v ∈Q. Thus (x,P, b)=
k(c,Q,v) for some k ∈ G. It immediately follows that x = kc, b = kv and
P = kQ. If we denote kd by y , then [(c,Q,d)] = [k(c,Q,d)] = [(kc, kQ,kd)] =
[(x,P, y)].
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If [(x,P, y)] = [(u,P, v)] for some x, y,u, v ∈ P , then we have (x,P, y) =
k(u,P, v) for some k ∈G. It follows that x = ku, y = kv and P = kP . The last
equality means k = 1, which implies that x = u and y = v. Thus (x,P, y) =
(u,P, v), which shows that |{[(x,P, y)] | x, y ∈ P }| = |P |2.
Conversely, for any element [(x,P, y)] in the set {[(x,P, y)] | x, y ∈ P },
we may show that [(a,P, b)]D[(x,P, y)]. In fact, letting [z] = [(x,P, b)],
we have [(a,P, b)]L[z]R[(x,P, y)] by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. So we have
[(a,P, b)]D[(x,P, y)]. ✷
The D-classes of a tiling semigroup are also described in [4, Theorem 8].
Lemma 2.5. If S is a tiling semigroup and [e], [f ] ∈ ES , J[e], J[f ] are the J -
classes of S containing [e] and [f ], respectively. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i) J[e] ⊆ J[f ];
(ii) [e] = [(a,A,a)] and [f ] = [(b,B,b)] for some B ⊆A, a ∈A, and b ∈ B .
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose that J[e] ⊆ J[f ]. In the light of [5, Lemma
II.1.7(4)], there exists [a] ∈ S such that [e] = [aa−1] and [a−1a]  [f ]. Thus
[a−1a] = [f ][h] for some [h] ∈ ES . If we denote [a] = [(a1,A,a2)], [f ] =
[(x,B,x)] and [h] = [(x,X,x)], then we obtain that [e] = [aa−1] = [(a1,A,a1)],
and
[
a−1a
]= [(a2,A,a2)
]= [f ][h] = [(x,B ∪X,x)].
Thus there exists k ∈G such that x = ka2 and B ∪X = kA which yields B ⊆ kA.
Denoting kA by C and ka1 by a3, we have
[e] = [(a1,A,a1)
]= [k(a1,A,a1)
]= [(ka1, kA, ka1)
]= [(a3,C, a3)
]
and B ⊆ C, as desired.
(ii) implies (i). Suppose that [e] = [(a,A,a)] and [f ] = [(b,B,b)] for some
B ⊆A, a ∈A, and b ∈B . Set [x] = [(a,A,b)]. Then [x−1x] = [(b,A,b)] = [f ].
Also [(b,A,b)][(b,B,b)]= [(b,A∪B,b)] = [(b,A,b)]which implies [x−1x] =
[(b,A,b)] [(b,B,b)] = [f ]. But [xx−1] = [(a,A,a)] = [e]. So we conclude
that J[e] ⊆ J[f ] by [5, Lemma II.1.7(4)]. ✷
Proposition 2.6. If S is a tiling semigroup and [e], [f ] ∈ ES . Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) [e]J [f ];
(ii) [e] = [(a,A,a)] and [f ] = [(b,A,b)] for some a, b ∈A.
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose [e]J [f ]. Then J[e] ⊆ J[f ]. In the light of
Lemma 2.5, there exist two patterns A and B such that B ⊆ A, [e] = [(a,A,a)]
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and [f ] = [(b,B,b)] for some a ∈ A and b ∈ B . But as J[f ] ⊆ J[e], we may set
[f ] = [(gb, gB,gb)] and [e] = [(ha,hA,ha)], where hA⊆ gB for some g ∈G
and h ∈ H . Now, |A| = |hA| |gB| = |B| |A| which implies |A| = |B|. That
is, A= B .
(ii) implies (i). According to Lemma 2.5, J[e] ⊆ J[f ] and J[f ] ⊆ J[e]. So
J[e] = J[f ]; that is, [e]J [f ], as desired. ✷
Corollary 2.7. For any tiling semigroup S, J =D.
Proof. It is evident that J0 =D0. So it is sufficient to show that J[x] =D[x] for
every [x] = [(a,P, b)] ∈ S∗. Note that J[x] is an union of some L-classes, any of
which contains only one idempotent that we may denote by [(x,A,x)]. According
to Proposition 2.6, there exist precisely |P | idempotents in every J -class, and we
may assume that A= P . So J[x] precisely consists of |P | L-classes. But every L-
class consists of |P | elements by Proposition 2.1. Thus |J[x]| = |P ||P | = |P |2.
By Proposition 2.4, |D[x]| = |P |2. Hence |D[x]| = |J[x]|. As D ⊆ J ,D[x] ⊆ J[x].
So we conclude D[x] = J[x]. ✷
Corollary 2.8. Any tiling semigroup is not 0-simple.
Proof. Select a pattern P such that |P | 2. Assume a ∈ P . By Proposition 2.4,
we know that [(a, a, a)] and [(a,P, a)] are in two differentD-classes. According
to Corollary 2.7, both of the elements are in two different J -classes. Hence S is
not 0-simple. ✷
Now, we shall determine the relation F and the compatibility relation C
on a tiling semigroup. On any inverse semigroup, define F and C as follows:
aFb if and only if a−1b ∈ ES , aCb if and only if a−1b, ab−1 ∈ ES , see [5,
Definition III.2.11].
Lemma 2.9. If T is an n-dimensional tiling, G is the group of translations
of Rn, S is the corresponding tiling semigroup, [x] = [(a,P, b)] ∈ S and [y] =
[(c,Q,d)] ∈ S. Then the following statements hold:
(i) [x]−1[y] = 0 if and only if there exists some g ∈ G such that ∃gP and
[y] = [(ga,R, z)] for some pattern R of T and z ∈R;
(ii) [x]−1[y] ∈ ES∗ if and only if there exists some g ∈ G such that ∃gP and
[y] = [(ga,R,gb)] for some pattern R of T .
Proof. (i) If [x]−1[y] = 0, then there are g,h ∈G such that g(b,P, a)h(c,Q,d)
is defined. Thus we know that ∃gP , ∃hQ and ga = hc. So [y] = [(c,Q,d)] =
[h(c,Q,d)] = [(hc,hQ,hd)] = [(ga,hQ,hd)]. If we denote R = dQ and
z= hd , then z ∈ R and [y] = [(ga,R, z)].
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Conversely, if ∃gP and [y] = [(ga,R, z)] for some g ∈ G, then [x]−1[y] =
[(b,P, a)][(ga,R, z)] = [g(b,P, a)][(ga,R, z)] = [(gb, gP,ga)(ga,R, z)] =
[(gb, gP ∪R,z)] = 0.
(ii) According to the proof of (i) and noting that (u,W,v) ∈ ES if and only if
u= v, we may easily deduce the conclusion. ✷
Proposition 2.10. If T is an n-dimensional tiling, G is the group of translations
of Rn, S is the corresponding tiling semigroup, [x] = [(a,P, b)] ∈ S and [y] ∈ S,
then the following statements hold:
(i) [x]F [y] if and only if whenever there exists some g ∈ G such that ∃gP
and [y] = [(ga,R, c)] for some pattern R of T and c ∈ R then [y] =
[(ga,R,gb)];
(ii) [x]C[y] if and only if whenever there exists some g ∈G such that ∃gP , and
[y] = [(ga,R, c)] or [y] = [(d,R,ga)] for some pattern R of T and c, d ∈R
then [y] = [(ga,R,gb)].
Proof. (i) By the definition, [x]F [y] if and only if [x]−1[y] ∈ ES . Now,
Lemma 2.9 may yield the conclusion.
(ii) According to the definition, [x]C[y] if and only if [x]F [y] and [x−1]F [y−1].
In the light of (i), it is easy to finish the proof. ✷
The reader can compare Proposition 2.10(ii) with Lemma 1(2) in Chapter 9
of [6].
3. Congruences on tiling semigroups
After determining all Green’s relations and compatibility relations on tiling
semigroups, we can further discuss congruences on these semigroups. At first, we
introduce a new concept, which is based on properties inherent to a tiling.
Definition 3.1. Let T be an n-dimensional tiling, G be the group of translations
of Rn. We say that two patterns P and Q of T have the same period, denoted by
P ∼Q, if they satisfy the following condition: ∃gP if and only if ∃gQ for any
g ∈G.
It is a straightforward verification to show that ∼ is equivalence on the set of
all patterns of the given tiling T .
Proposition 3.2. Define a relation ρ on a tiling semigroup S as follows: 0ρ0,
[(a,P, b)]ρ[(a,Q,b)] where P ∼Q and a, b ∈ P ∩Q. Then ρ is an idempotent
pure congruence on S.
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Proof. ∼ is equivalence, so is ρ. To show ρ is a congruence, let [(x,R,y)] ∈ S.
[(x,R,y)][(a,P, b)] = 0 if and only if ∃g,h ∈ G such that ∃gR,∃hP and
gy = ha; [(x,R,y)][(a,Q,b)] = 0 if and only if ∃g,h ∈G such that ∃gR,∃hQ
and gy = ha. As P ∼Q, ∃hP is equivalent to ∃hQ. So [(x,R,y)][(a,P, b)] = 0
is equivalent to that [(x,R,y)][(a,Q,b)] = 0. If it is true, then
[
(x,R,y)
][
(a,P, b)
] = [g(x,R,y)][h(a,P, b)]= [g(x,R,y)h(a,P, b)]
= [(gx, gR ∪ hP,hb)],
and
[
(x,R,y)
][
(a,Q,b)
] = [g(x,R,y)][h(a,Q,b)]
= [g(x,R,y)h(a,Q,b)]= [(gx, gR ∪ hQ,hb)].
It is evident that ∃g1(gR ∪ hP) is equivalent to ∃g1(gR ∪ hQ) for every g1 ∈G.
Hence [(x,R,y)][(a,P, b)]ρ[(x,R,y)][(a,Q,b)]by the definition. So ρ is a left
congruence. By the symmetry, ρ is a right congruence too. Therefore, ρ is
a congruence.
It is clear that ρ ⊆ F . In the light of [5, Proposition III.4.2], we obtain that ρ
is an idempotent pure congruence. ✷
Let H be a subset of and ρ be a congruence on a semigroup S. Then H is
saturated for ρ, or ρ saturates H , if H is the union of some ρ-classes, see
[5, Definition III.4.3]. An inverse semigroup S is E-disjunctive if the identity
congruence is the only congruence on S saturatingES , see [5, Definition III.4.14].
Corollary 3.3. If a tiling semigroup S(T ) is E-disjunctive, then all patterns of T
have the same period.
Proof. It is easy to show this statement by Proposition 3.3 and [5, Re-
mark III.4.15]. ✷
Proposition 3.4. Let ρ be a congruence on a tiling semigroup S(T ) satisfying
the following condition: [(x,P, b)]ρ[(y,P, b)] for every pattern P ∈ T and any
x, y, b ∈ P . Then ρ is a semilattice congruence.
Proof. In the light of Proposition 2.1, [(x,P, b)]L[(y,P, b)]. According to
the hypothesis, we get L ⊆ ρ. So ρ is a semilattice congruence by [5,
Proposition III.6.3]. ✷
Lemma 3.5. If S = S(T ) is a tiling semigroup and [e] ∈ES∗ , [x], [y] ∈ S∗. Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(i) [x][e][y] = 0;
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(ii) [x] = [(c,R,a)], [e] = [(a,P, a)] and [y] = [(a,Q,b)], where P,Q,R is
the patterns of T , a ∈ P ∩Q∩R, b ∈Q and c ∈R.
Proof. (ii) implies (i). This is trivial.
(i) implies (ii). Assume [x][e][y] = 0, then [x][e] = 0. So we may set
[x] = [(c,R,a)] and [e] = [(a,P, a)]. Thus [x][e] = [(c,R ∪ P,a)]. Let [y] =
[(u,W,v)]. Because [x][e][y] = 0, we may claim that there exist g,h ∈ G
such that ∃g(R ∪ P), ∃hW and ga = hu. Since ∃g(xe), then ∃gx and ∃ge
by [4, Axiom (PA5)]. So we have that [x] = [(c,R,a)] = [g(c,R,a)] =
[(gc, gR,ga)], [e] = [(a,P, a)] = [g(a,P, a)] = [(ga, gP,ga)], and [y] =
[(u,W,v)] = [h(u,W,v)] = [(hu,hW,hv)] = [(ga,hW,hv)]. Therefore, [x],
[e], and [y] have the forms stated in the theorem. ✷
Definition 3.6. An inverse semigroup S is 0-E-reflexive if [x][e][y] ∈ES∗ implies
[y][e][x] ∈ES .
Proposition 3.7. Any tiling semigroup is 0-E-reflexive.
Proof. Let T be an n-dimensional tiling, G be the group of translations of Rn,
S be the corresponding tiling semigroup. Assume that [x], [y] ∈ S, [e] ∈ ES
and [y][e][x] = 0. By Lemma 3.5, [x] = [(c,R,a)], [e] = [(a,P, a)] and [y] =
[(a,Q,b)] for some P,Q,R,a, b, and c. As similarity, there exist g,h, k ∈ G
such that [y] = [g(a,Q,b)], [e] = [h(a,P, a)], [x] = [k(c,R,a)], and gb =
ha = kc. Now [x][e][y] = [(c,P ∪ Q ∪ R,b)] ∈ ES implies b = c. But gb =
kc = kb implies b = (g−1k)b, thus g−1k = 1 by [4, Lemma 3(i)]. Hence g = k
and ga = ka. So
[y][e][x] = [g(a,Q,b)h(a,P, a)k(c,R,a)]= [(ga,hP ∪ gQ∪ gR,ga)]
∈ ES,
as desired. ✷
Definition 3.8. Let T be an n-dimensional tiling, G be the group of translations
of Rn, P and Q be two patterns of T . If there exists g ∈G such that Q = gP ,
then we say that P and Q are congruent, denoted by P →Q.
It is a straightforward verification to show that → is equivalence on the set of
all patterns of T . Likewise we can define a→ b, where a and b are two tiles of T .
An inverse semigroup S is E-reflexive if for any x, y ∈ S and e ∈ES , xey ∈ES
implies yex ∈ES , see [5, Definition III.8.1].
Theorem 3.9. If a tiling semigroup S = S(T ) is E-reflexive, then all tiles of T
are congruent.
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Proof. Suppose that P is a pattern of T a, b ∈ P and a = b. Let [x] =
[(a,R,a)] = [e] and [y] = [(b,P, a)]. Then [y][e][x] /∈ ES . Because S is E-
reflexive, we have [x][e][y] = 0. Thus there exist g,h ∈ G such that [x] =
[g(a,R,a)] = [e], [y] = [h(b,P, a)] and ga = hb. The last equality implies
a = (g−1h)b. That is, a→ b, as desired. ✷
Proposition 3.10. If ρ is a congruence on a tiling semigroup S. Then ρ is
a Clifford congruence if and only if for any [a] = [(x,P, q)], [b] = [(y,P, q)]
∈ S, and [e] ∈ES∗ , a∗ρb∗, where a∗ = [a−1][e][a] and b∗ = [b−1][e][b].
Proof. We shall use Lemma 2.1, [5, Propositions III.6.5, III.6.3, and Nota-
tion III.2.4]. Let ρmax denote the greatest congruence with trace trρ. Then
ρ is a Clifford congruence if and only if ρmax is a semilattice congruence,
which is equivalent to L ⊆ ρmax. This holds if and only if [a]ρmax[b] for any
[a] = [(x,P, q)] and [b] = [(y,P, q)] ∈ S. So it is equivalent to a∗ρb∗ for any
[a] = [(x,P, q)] and [b] = [(y,P, q)] ∈ S. ✷
In order to investigate the least semilattice congruence η on a tiling semigroup,
it is necessary to describe the elementaryL-transition Le . By [5, I.4.12], we know
that aLeb if and only if a = xcy , b= xdy for some x, y ∈ S1, cLd .
Theorem 3.11. Assume that T is an n-dimensional tiling, G is the group of
translations of Rn, and S is the corresponding tiling semigroup. If η is the least
semilattice congruence on S, Y is a η-class of S that contains [a] but does
not contain 0, [b] ∈ S. Then [a]Le[b] if and only if [a] = [(p,P ∪Q,q)] and
[b] = [(gp,gP ∪ hQ,hq)] for some patterns P,Q of T , g,h ∈ G,p ∈ P and
q ∈Q, where g(P ∩Q)∩ hQ contains at least one tile.
Proof. Necessity. If [a] = [b], then we may take g = h = 1, P = Q, and the
conclusion evidently holds. Now we let [a] = [x][c], [b] = [x][d], and [c]L[d].
As [a] = [x][c] = 0, by Proposition 2.1, we may set [x] = [(p,P, r)], [c] =
[(r,Q,q)], and [d] = [(s,Q,q)]. As [b] = [x][d] = 0, we have
[b] = [x][d] = [g(p,P, r)][h(s,Q,q)]= [g(p,P, r)h(s,Q,q)]
= [(gp,gP,gr)(hs,hQ,hq)] = [(gp,gP ∪ hQ,hq)]
for some g,h ∈G where gr = hs, r ∈ P ∩Q and s ∈Q. Hence g(P ∩Q) ∩ hQ
contains at least one tile.
Sufficiency. If g(P ∩Q)∩hQ contains at least one tile, so does P ∩Q. We may
suppose that r ∈ P ∩Q and s = gr = ht where t ∈Q. Let [x] = [(p,P, r)], [c] =
[(r,Q,q)], and [d] = [(t,Q,q)]. Then [c]L[d], [x][c] = [(p,P ∪ Q,q)] =
[a], and [x][d] = [(p,P, r)][(t,Q,q)] = [g(p,P, r)h(t,Q,q)] = [(gp,gP ∪
hQ,hq)] = [b]. Hence [a]Le[b], as desired. ✷
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Corollary 3.12. If η is the least semilattice congruence on a tiling semigroup S,
and Y is a η-class of S that contains both [(p,P,q)] and [(u,Q,v)] but does not
contain 0. Then p→ u and q → v.
Proof. Let [a] = [(p,P,q)] and [b] = [(u,Q,v)].
At first, we suppose [a]Le[b]. By Theorem 3.11, we obtain that [a] = [(x,X∪
Y,y)] and [b] = [(gx, gX ∪ hY,hy)] for some g,h ∈ G, x ∈ X, and y ∈ Y .
Hence there exist s, t ∈ G such that (x,X ∪ Y,y) = s(p,P,q) and (u,Q,v) =
t (gx, gX ∪ hY,hy)]. Thus y = sq and v = t (hy) = (th)y . Furthermore, v =
(th)(sq)= (ths)q , that is, q → v.
At second, we suppose that [a]η[b]. By [5, Definition I.4.12] and [5,
Lemma I.4.13], there exist [a0], [a1], [a2], . . . , [an] ∈ S such that
[a] = [a0]Le[a1]Le[a2] · · ·Le[an] = [b].
Let [aj ] = [(pj ,Pj , qj )] for j = 0,1,2, . . . , n. By the first step, we have q0 →
q1 → q2 → ·· · → qn. But [(p,P,q)] = [a] = [a0] = [(p0,P0, q0)] implies
q→ q0. As similarity, qn→ v. As → is equivalence, we obtain q → v.
At last, by the symmetry, we have p→ u, which completes the proof. ✷
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